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SPRACHWISSENSCHAFT: 

Alexander AUGUSTIN 

Die Verwendung des Bairischen im Kontext audio-visueller Medien 

Abstract: 

The Bavarian dialect in audio-visual media 

Although there are many dialect speakers in Bavaria, the dialect – mainly because of its non-

standardized spelling – is usually not used in common print media or on nationwide 

television. Nevertheless, the Bavarian dialect appears on Bavarian television (BR) and in 

cinema films. However, the Bavarian used on television or in films is frequently not a genuine 

dialect; instead it is a “synthetic” language which resembles the German standard and merely 

refers to the dialect. This is mainly due to the needs of non-dialect speakers, who would 

definitely have comprehension problems with the genuine dialect. Furthermore, the Bavarian 

dialect is often used on online platforms, such as Facebook or YouTube. In these 

conversational situations, face-to-face communication is replaced by written texts. In the case 

of dialect speakers, these texts can appear as written dialect; due to the non-standardized 

spelling, the texts are strongly individualized. 
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Rupprecht S. BAUR, Stefan OSSENBERG & Vedad SMAILAGIĆ 

Bosnische und deutsche ethnische Stereotype im Vergleich 

 

Abstract: 

Bosnian and German ethnic stereotypes: a comparison 

This paper presents a contrastive analysis of auto- and hetero-stereotypes of Bosnians and 

Germans. The analysis is based on data collected from respondents choosing from a list of 

140 characteristics. The anonymous online questionnaire asked respondents to identify those 

characteristics that they considered to be connected with their own culture or with the other 

culture, and to give their reasons for their choice (in the case of the most important 

characteristics). The analysis based on this data reveals how Germans and Bosnians perceive 

themselves and each other. It also enables the compilation of a list of stereotypes based on the 

most frequently identified characteristics, which can be used as a basis for further analysis and 

interpretation. This first analysis is intended as a foundation for future analyses of ethnic 

stereotypes among Germans and ethnic groups in the western Balkans: Bosnians, Serbs and 

Croats. 
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LITERATURWISSENSCHAFT: 

Gesa ALLERHEILIGEN 

Die philosophische Erkenntnis in der ‚Klage der Ceres‘ Schillers Adaption des Proserpina-

Mythos 

Abstract: 

Philosophical awareness in ‘Klage der Ceres’: Schiller’s adaptation of the myth of Ceres and 

Proserpina 

While Ceres behaves actively and energetically in the traditional myth, Friedrich von 

Schiller’s poem ‘Klage der Ceres’ (1797) shows her within the same ancient plot but as a 

more emotional figure. This detailed analysis explains the poem’s structure and the stylistic 

devices which lead to its philosophical impact. It also addresses the awareness that death is a 

part of life and discusses how art can help to reinvent traditional ideas. 
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Jana HRDLIČKOVÁ 

„[N]och einmal“ leben, allein. Marie Luise Kaschnitz’ experimentelle Kurzgeschichte ,Am 

Circeo‘ (1960) 

Abstract: 

To live “once again”, alone. Marie Luise Kaschnitz’s experimental short story Am Circeo 

(1960) 

Marie Luise Kaschnitz is not considered to be an experimental author in the usual sense. Her 

respectful use of traditional forms has been praised, but also criticized, and it was only in her 

later works that she loosened her strong links with tradition. The beginning of this change is 

marked by the short story Am Circeo [At Cape Circeo], placed exactly in the centre of her 

1960 volume of short stories entitled Long Shadows. The present article examines the 

experimental elements of this text, attempting to determine what conditioned them and 

seeking to reveal their influence on later works. 
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Miroslav URBANEC 

Der König und der Usurpator. Die Figuren von Franz Grillparzers Primislaus Ottokar und 

Jaroslav Hilberts Záviš z Falkenštejna im Vergleich 

Abstract: 

The king and the usurper: comparing the characters of Franz Grillparzer’s Primislaus Ottokar 

und Jaroslav Hilbert’s Záviš z Falkenštejna 

King Ottokar II and Záviš z Falkenštejna are often depicted in literary fiction as rivals – both 

in politics and in love. A similar representation can be found in the work of Franz Grillparzer, 

whose Zawisch incorporates both demonic and comic elements. He can be interpreted in 

various ways: as a sophisticated plotter of intrigues, a malicious poisoner, an arrogant figure 

who betrays his king and his country due to his wounded pride, or a seducer who eventually 

becomes subservient to an Amazon whom he had originally envisaged as his own puppet. 

Directors, viewers and readers usually do not see him as a great statesman. However, Jaroslav 

Hilbert depicted him in an entirely different manner. His Falkenštejn is a violent conspirator 



and usurper – but also a patriot, a statesman and a modern thinker. In Grillparzer’s work, the 

character of Zawisch is more reminiscent of his traditional rival Ottakar than of Hilbert’s 

depiction. This study presents a comparison of both characters. 
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Iveta ZLÁ 

Edith Steins Vortrag ,Weihnachtsgeheimnis‘ im Fokus seiner Übersetzungen ins 

Tschechische 

Abstract: 

Edith Stein’s lecture ‘Weihnachtsgeheimnis’: insights into the Czech translations of the text 

The article provides an insight into the Czech translations of the lecture 

‘Weihnachtsgeheimnis’ by Edith Stein (1891-1942), which were published in 1991 and 2003. 

The analysis of the translations is based on Skopos theory, the ideas of Christiane Nord and 

hermeneutic approaches; the author points out the specific features and demands of translating 

religious texts. 

Keywords: Religious texts, translation, theological terms, literary means of representation, 

cultural conditions and realities, didactic goals of a lecture, Christian symbolism 


